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Alternative Medicine in 
Nineteenth-century Vermont 

Alternative methods of healing have 
a long tradition in Vermont. 
Records indicate many more physicians 
practiced alternative medicine in 
the 1800s than physicians do now. 

By JOHN M. MCPARTLAND AND PATTY PRUITT 

In 1828, Zadock Thompson began listing physicians in his annual 
state-wide gazette, Walton 's Vermont Register. The Register, pre
cursor to the currently-published Vermont Yearbook, included a 

town-by-town roster of politicians, public officers , professional people 
and assorted businesses in the state of Vermont (see Table 1). 

Eight years later the Register began differentiating physicians by their 
training or philosophy.' They were listed as either "regular" or one of sev
eral sectarian schools. Today these sectarian philosophies would be con
sidered types of "alternative medicine;' and they are currently enjoying 
great public attention . Researching the Register suggests the public 's in
terest in alternative medicine is not new, but represents a resurgence of in
terest, with a previous appeal peaking in nineteenth-century Vermont. 

The Register's apportionment of physicians into different sects con
tinued until the 1908-9 issue. During those seventy-two years, fifteen types 
of sectarians appeared in the Register, including Indian, botanical, root, 
Thomsonian, physio-medical, eclectic, reformer, homeopathic, hydro
pathic, German, clairvoyant, cancer cure, asylum, spiritualist, and osteo
pathic practitioners. The decision to differentiate physicians in the Regis
ter was probably Thompson 's. He was a proponent of natural healing 
methods. Thompson extolled the curative powers of Vermont's mineral 
springs, and described the medicinal uses of native herbs.2 In contrast, 
regular physicians of the day espoused bloodletting and blistering, and 
administered mercurous chloride, strychnine, arsenic, and antimony.3 

Many regular physicians were poorly qualified. All the early physicians 
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TABLE 1 Census of physicians listed in Walton's Vermont Register, 
classified by their sectarian philosophies, and tallied at 15-year intervals. 

Number of physicians ( and percent of total) in each category 

1840 1855 1870 1885 1900 

Category N % N % N % N % N % 

Regular 440 96.5 467 93.0 429 81.3 404 82.1 584 88 .2 
Indian I 0.2 
Botanical/Root 12 2.6 19 3.8 3 0 .6 5 1.0 
Thomsonian 3 0.6 5 1.0 13 2 .4 3 0.6 I 0.15 
Eclectic/Reformer I 0.2 29 5.5 14 2.8 12 1.8 
Homeopathic 8 1.6 48 9.1 59 12 .0 54 8.1 
H ydropathic/German 2 0.4 I 0.2 
Clairvoyant I 0.2 0.2 2 0.3 
Cancer cure I 0.2 I 0.15 
Asylum 2 0.4 3 0.6 
PhysioMedicalist I 0 .2 
Spiritualist 2 0.4 
Osteopathic 9 1.4 

Total Physicians 456 502 528 492 663 
Vermont population* 291,948 315,098 330,551 332,422 343,641 

* Vermont population figures in 1840, 1870, and 1900 are from the U.S. census , reported in 
Walton's Vermont Register. The population for 1855 was extrapolated from census figures of 
1850 and 1860 , the population for 1885 was extrapolated from 1880 and 1890. 

in Vennont trained by apprenticeship. The period of apprenticeship was 
short, only three years.4 There were no medical societies, no licensing 
boards, no medical journals, and few books . Medical schools did not ap
pear in New England until 1782, at Harvard (an undergraduate program), 
and sixteen years later at Dartmouth. As one Burlington physician la
mented, "Under our present system, illiterate men, and in some cases, 
grossly criminally ignorant men, do crowd into the Profession of Medi
cine:'5 Faced with this scenario, many Vennonters like Zadock Thomp
son sought sectarian healers . 

The Register is a rich resource-it is the only known state-wide tally of 
sectarian practitioners in the United States. We felt a census of Vermont's 
nineteenth-century sectarians would be valuable for comparison to to
day's trends. We charted this census by counting the number of practi
tioners appearing in the Register at fifteen-year intervals, beginning in 
1840. See Table 1 for a compilation of this census. We then researched 
the archival history of the fifteen sects as they pertain to Vermont. For a 
full description of these sects, please see references cited in the notes. 
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INDIAN DOCTORS 

The first alternative healers in Vermont, by today 's standards, were 
Abenaki medicine men and women . They utilized herbs, sweat lodges, 
and massage.6 An Indian named Molly Orcutt began administering to 
the sick around Troy, Vermont, in the late l 700s.7 She was famous for 
treating dysentery, particularly in children. Orcutt also practiced mid
wifery.8 Margery Griswald was another "Indian-doctoress" and midwife. 
She married an Englishman and practiced around Randolph in the late 
l 700s.9 Several non-natives also called themselves Indian doctors , such 
as Ebenezer Chase and his wife, identified only as "Mrs. Chase." They 
appear in the Register from 1838 to 1842. 

BOTANICAL AND ROOT DOCTORS 

Some colonial physicians probably learned herbal medicine from the 
Abenakis. 10 The first known botanical physician in Vermont, Dr. Roebeck 
of Grand Isle, used Indian hemp, spigot root, and other local Abenaki 
remedies . He practiced in Vermont after 1781. 11 Six botanical doctors 
appear in the 1836 Register. By 1840 there were eleven, plus one "root 
doctor" in Montpelier. The Vermont Botanical Medical Society was 
listed in the 1840 Register among the "state benevolent societies ." 

ThOMSONIAN PHYSICIANS 

The best known of Vermont's botanical healers was Samuel Thomson 
(1769-1843). Thomson was born and raised in Alstead, New Hamp
shire. In 1788 his father moved to Jericho, Vermont. Thomson made 
many visits to Jericho but kept his home in New Hampshire. He learned 
herbs from an elderly woman named Mrs. Benton, who was either an 
Indian or had been closely associated with Indians.12 Thomson's favor
ite herb was lobelia (Lobelia infiata L.), which he claims to have dis
covered himself. But this herb was used by Iroquois in New York State, 
and was called Indian tobacco . So it seems that Thomson did not dis
cover new herbs; his true innovation was marketing. 

In 1807 Thomson claimed to have cured a dysentery epidemic in 
Jericho. As he gained renown , Vermont's physicians saw him as a threat 
and moved to protect their market share. In 1813 they organized the 
Vermont Medical Society, and in 1820 they orchestrated "An Act Regu
lating the Practice of Physic and Surgery in Vermont." The main pur
pose of the society and the law was to distinguish "qualified" physi
cians. Thomson was deemed unqualified and thrown into a miserable cell 
in Newburyport to await trial .13 Thomson was acquitted by the judge, 
got out of jail, and quickly expanded his commercial operations. Thom-
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sonism soon swept the young United States. Thomsonian periodicals 
were published in states from Maine to Mississippi and west to Ohio . 

By 1838 Thomson's friends in the legislature spearheaded a repeal of 
the Vermont Medical Act of 1820. The M.D.s at that time were too busy 
battling among themselves to fight the repeal. Sharp rivalries existed be
tween Vermont's medical schools. Middlebury College organized a short
lived medical department in 1810.14 An unchartered medical school was 
established in Cornwall around 1816 by Frederic Ford. 15 Castleton Medi
cal Academy opened in 1818, followed shortly by the medical school at 
the University of Vermont (officially chartered in 1822) and another 
school opened in Woodstock (1827) . Competition for medical students 
grew fierce. Colleges cut deals with students over tuition, overlooked 
flunked exams, and let students graduate early-as long as they paid their 
tuition. Castleton infiltrated University of Vermont lectures with "secret 
agents;' to harrass the professors and steal students. 16 Besides this circus, 
three completely bogus diploma mills also operated in Vermont. 17 

With regular medicine in disarray, several doctors disavowed the scene 
and declared themselves Thomsonians . A Cornwall physician, Dr. L. 
Sperry, published his own Thomsonian-type manual, The Botanic Fam
ily Physician.18 A Thomsonian infirmary opened in Burlington; a clinic 
operated in Essex. The Thomsonian Infirmary and Insane Hospital opened 
in Randolph, the precursor of today's Gifford Memorial Hospital.19 

PHYSIO-MEDICALISTS 

As more physicians adopted Thomson's system, a schism appeared. 
Many physicians were alienated by Thomson 's anti-intellectualism. They 
wanted to open colleges of botanical medicine . Thomson was opposed 
to elitist education. So the physicians broke away, calling themselves 
physio-medicalists, and in 1841 organized the Thomsonian Physio
Medical College in Ohio.20 Only one physio-medical physician appears 
in the Vermont Register, G. H. Gray from Calais. 

REFORMERS AND ECLECTICS 

Eclectic medicine also evolved out ofThomsonism.21 Eclectics traced 
their lineage back to a New England physician, Wooster Beach. In 1829 
Dr. Beach organized the Reformed Medical Society, which evolved into 
the Eclectic Medical Society. The first physician listed as an eclectic in 
the Register was H. D. Allen, from Weston, in 1851. The next to appear 
was E. Perkins , in neighboring West Windsor, two years later. The Ver
mont State Eclectic Society was chartered in 1866, and the New England 
Eclectic Medical Association was incorporated in Vermont in 1896.22 

With the rise of eclectic medicine, fewer physicians allied with Thom-
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sonism. Thomson's movement declined after he died in 1843. Ten years 
later, when the last of Thomson's patents expired, Thomsonism collapsed 
as an organized system. The number of Thomsonian physicians in Ver
mont decreased from a peak of fourteen practitioners around the Civil 
War. But one physician from Londonderry, L. S. Arnold, stubbornly 
called himself a Thomsonian in the Register until 1906. 

As Thomsonism dwindled , the Vermont Medical Society began to re
vive. Vermont's regular physicians lobbied to re-license medical practi
tioners , to repeal the 1838 repeal. The 1876 law established a medical 
"Board of Censors" to exclude "irregulars.'1 By then, however, the sec
tarian enemy was no longer Thomsonism, but homeopathy and hydropathy. 

HOMEOPATHS 

Homeopathy flourished in the same regions of the United States 
where Thomsonism had been successful earlier.23 Harvard medical pro
fessor Oliver Wendell Holmes condemned the sect in an 1842 text en
titled Homre6pathy and its Kindred Delusions. Homeopathists rose to 
the defense , answering Holmes in books of their own. One such text, 
The Realities of Homreopathy, was published in Middlebury by Dr. G. 
Gleiwitz. Gleiwitz punned Holmes , saying homeopathy was not based 
on delusions , but dilutions. 

David H. Baird was the first homeopath in Vermont, practicing in 
Coventry and Troy as early as 1840.24 The first homeopaths listed in the 
Vermont Register, in 1847, were Oliver Eells of Cornwall and Robert 
Wesselhoeft and E. Bodenstein of Brattleboro. The following year, T. C. 
Taplin of Montpelier changed his designation from dentist to homeo
path. These men , with G . E. E. Sparhawk of Burlington and C. B. Darling 
of Lyndonville, chartered the Vermont Homeopathic Society in 1858. 
This organization replaced the Green Mountain Homoeopathic Medical 
Association (organized 1854), which evolved out of the Caledonia 
County Homoeopathic Medical Society, begun in I 851.25 As late as 
1882, allopaths tried to legislate homeopaths out of existence. The allo
paths were defeated, partially from lobbying by Dr. Roosa , a University 
of Vermont professor.26 

HYDROPATHS 

The first medicinal waters in Vermont were discovered at Clarendon 
Springs around 1776.27 A Cornwall physician , Frederic Ford Sr. , was 
famous for treating patients with water washes and wet sheets from 
about 1795 to his death in 1822.28 Ford considered himself an educator, 
and in 1804 established a literary organization, The Young Gentleman's 
Society. Oliver Eells , later a prominent homeopath, was a member of 
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Ford's literary society. Ford established a medical school to promulgate 
his hydropathic theories in 1816, but apparently abandoned the idea 
when nearby Castleton Medical Academy opened two years later. 

By the 1840s, "water-cure" institutes had opened in the U.S.29 These 
institutes resembled resorts more than hospitals . Water cures became 
very fashionable , and the waters of New England were considered 
among the best. America's elite went to Saratoga or Poland Spring , but 
many came to Vermont-to spas at Brattleboro, Clarendon, Sheldon, 
Guilford, Highgate, and Middletown. 

Some regular physicians and homeopaths switched to the practice of 
water cure. Dr. Wesselhoeft was one such homeopath, with impeccable 
credentials-he graduated in the first class of the first homeopathic col
lege in America, published a widely-read reply to Holmes 's "Kindred 
Delusions;' and was one of the first homeopaths in Vermont. Wessel
hoeft then established the Brattleboro Water Cure in 1848. It was the 
most expensive cure in the U.S. ($100/week) , and attracted the rich and 
famous, including Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, Henry David Thoreau, 
and Harriet Beecher Stowe.30 

One water cure patient, Elizabeth Blackwell , was a childhood friend 
of Harriet Beecher Stowe. Blackwell became the first woman granted 
an M.D. degree in America, from the Geneva Medical College (New 
York) in I 849 .31 Female M.D.s were an "alternative" not recognized by 
the Register. The first female M.D. in Vermont was Emily Vemey
Brownell, of Danville, who graduated from the Woman's Medical 
College of Pennsylvania in 1855.32 

SPIRITUALISTS AND CLAIRVOYANTS 

The Swedish philosopher Emanuel Swedenborg inspired New England's 
spiritualists in the nineteenth century, such as John Chapman (known as 
Johnny Appleseed), and the transcendentalists Thoreau, Emerson, and 
Whitman. Spiritual healers , such as Phineas Quimby, a "mental healer" 
from Maine , also followed Swedenborg. Quimby was a mentor for Mary 
Baker Eddy, who founded Christian Science around 1868. The Church of 
Christ, Scientist, church in Burlington, probably the first in Vermont, was 
organized in the 1880s or 1890s.33 Another prominent protege of 
Quimby's was Henry Wood, a "mental healer" from Barre. Wood pub
lished numerous books and lectured around the country.34 

Some spiritualists specialized in clairvoyance, Edgar Cayce being a 
prominent example . The greatest American medical clairvoyant of the 
nineteenth century was Lucy Cook Ainsworth of Montpelier. She first 
appears in the Register around 1870. Known as "Sleeping Lucy;' she 
made diagnoses, prescribed herbal cures, and set bones , all while in a 
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trance.35 The clairvoyant theosophists also have Vermont roots. Colonel 
Henry Olcott and Madame Helena Blavatsky, founders of the Theo
sophical Society, met each other in Chittenden.36 

ASYLUM DOCTORS 

The Brattleboro Retreat, a private psychiatric hospital, opened in 
1834.37 Its first director, William Rockwell, M.D., emphasized proper 
diet and exercise to treat "nervous and mental invalids." He also utilized 
the medicinal springs that were part of the retreat's 1,600 acres. One of 
the springs was also used by Wesselhoeft as part of his Brattleboro 
Water Cure. Some of the retreat's physicians , such as Dr. Kellum , who 
first appears in the 1855 Register, were initially listed as hydropaths. By 
1870, they formed a separate category, "asylum doctors." 

CANCER CURE DOCTORS 

After the Civil War some physicians called themselves "cancer cure 
doctors." A Mrs. R. W. Hill appears in the 1870 Register, and a Dr. H. E. 
Smith appears in the 1900 edition. An ad for Smith states, "curing with 
arsenic, the knife , or drawing blood." This treatment differed little from 
standard allopathic practices of the period. 

OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIANS 

The first osteopath in Vermont, George Helmer, arrived the summer 
of 1895. Helmer was a student of Andrew Taylor Still, who founded 
osteopathy in Missouri. One of the student's patients was Mr. A. C. Mills, 
a St. Louis manufacturer. Mills invited Helmer to his summer home in 
Chelsea, Vermont. In 1896 Helmer returned with another osteopath, 
Charles Corbin. Within weeks, the success of Drs . Helmer and Corbin 
aroused the antagonism of the local M.D.s. The regular physicians pro
posed a bill to exclude osteopathy from Vermont. In defense, Helmer 
moved to Montpelier. In a short time his roster of patients included Lieu
tenant Governor Fisk, ex-Governor Dillingham, and several judges and 
state senators. They championed a bill to license osteopathy in Vermont. 
In an hour and fifteen minutes, it passed both houses and was signed by 
Governor Grout. Thus, in 1896, Vermont became the first state to license 
osteopaths, even before Missouri, where osteopathy began .38 

CONCLUSIONS 

For seventy-two years , Walton's Vermont Register surveyed the prev
alence of sectarian physicians in Vermont. It was probably a compre
hensive listing, since the Register provided free advertising for practi
tioners (the Register was funded by people who purchased it , not by 
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people who appeared in it-the opposite of today's yellow pages). As a 
comparison for accuracy, Thomas L. Bradford39 provides statistics on 
the number of homeopaths in Vermont around 1855 , 1870, 1885 , and 
1900; his numbers average 15 percent higher than the count appearing 
in the Register. 

According to statistics appearing in the Register, the number of sec
tarian practitioners peaked at ninety-nine in 1875 . The following year, 
Vermont's legistature established a medical licensing board, which 
eliminated physicians who trained by apprenticeship. In 1875 , 21.4 per
cent of Vermont's physicians listed themselves in sectarian categories . 
By 1900, this percentage had dropped nearly in half, to 11.9 percent. 
Some sectarian practitioners' names disappeared from the Register, and 
others were switched to the regular category.40 

In terms of practitioners per capita (see Table 1), the sectarians 
peaked in 1870, with 29 .6 per 100,000 population . The total number of 
physicians (regular and sectarian) that year was 159.7 per 100,000. 

How does this compare with the current situation in Vermont? Today, 
Vermont supports approximately 204 physicians per 100,000.4 1 The num
ber of alternative healers is conservatively estimated at 153 per 100,000.42 

We believe the current number of alternative healers is rising rapidly 
in Vermont because there is no regulation of their practice . Their situa
tion is similar to that of Vermont's sectarian practitioners prior to the 
1876 Medical Board Act. Since 1876 only three groups of sectarian 
practitioners have gained licensure in Vermont, the osteopaths in 1896, 
chiropractors in 1919,43 and naturopaths in 1996. Acupuncturists are 
registered but not licensed; hypnotherapists and other mental health 
care workers are "rostered" but not licensed . For many other practi
tioners- such as midwives, massage therapists , and energy healers 
there is no licensure and no regulation . If history repeats itself, we be
lieve the number of alternative practitioners in Vermont will continue to 
increase until they are licensed . 
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